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Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.
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MOROCCO

ORIGINAL SURF MOROCCO - SURF & YOGA RETREAT

Original Surf Morocco - Surf & Yoga Retreat
8 ROOMS

21 PEOPLE

AGA
AGADIR,MOROCCO

VILLA

LEARN MORE

Welcome to your dream surf camp in Morocco
& yoga retreat holiday. Original Surf camp in
Morocco offers various surf and yoga holiday
packages created to let you experience

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

MOROCCO
Discover leading retreats,

a surfing adventure with pure relaxation
under the Moroccan sun. We have designed
packages that combine surfing and yoga with
rich cultural immersions that include local
Moroccan cuisine, excursions, and activities
around magical Agadir province.

stunning venues and
welcoming hosts
around the world
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MAROC SURF CAMP

MAROC SURF CAMP

Maroc Surf Camp
AGA
AGADIR,
MOROCCO

13 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
35 PEOPLE

VILLA

LEARN MORE

•

Hiking

•

Camel Riding, Quad Rides

•

Surfing

•

Dune Buggy’s

•

Horseback Riding

•

Wellness Activities

Located a walk way from the beach (10 min walking), in the small town
of Tamraght, next to Taghazout, the villa has 3 panoramic terraces with
view to the ocean. The top terrace has a common room with satellite
TV, WiFi connection, dining room, chill out zone, bathroom, kitchen and

8 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

a roof-top fully-equipped yoga shala with to support you and your
practice with Mats, Bricks, Belts, Bolsters, Eye-pillows and Blankets.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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VILA BEA MOROCCO

VILA BEA MOROCCO

Vila Bea Morocco
RBA

8 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
16 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Golf

•

Surfing

•

Biking

•

History

•

Swimming

•

Cooking Class

•

Running/

•

Walking Tour

Off the beaten track and the trendy places, Vila Bea is located in the

•

Exploration

North of Morocco (in the Gharb Area) in Moulay Bousselham, fishing and

reserve), and the size of the beaches. The proximity of Rabat and Tanger

farming village during the school year and little seaside resort during

(100 km for each city) enables to discover during a whole day these two

the summer. Nature and sea-lovers will find what they are looking for

very different cities. Asilah, 70 kms away, with its full of charm medina,

through an outstanding place, the Merja Zerga lagoon (migratory birds

receives a contemporary art festival since 1978.

MOULAY BOUSSELHAM,
MOROCCO
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VILLA

Jogging
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ATLAS KASBAH ECOLODGE

Atlas Kasbah Ecolodge
32 PEOPLE

AGA

12 ROOMS

ECOLODGE

RETREAT VENUES

Blue Mind Surf & Yoga Tribe
24 PEOPLE

AGA

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

At Blue Mind Surf & Yoga Tribe we host individual
AGADIR,MOROCCO

LEARN MORE

travelers as well as groups. This is the place to
be for everyone who is drawn to the ocean and

Atlas Kasbah Ecolodge is an award-winning
eco-friendly and comfortable venue in the
South West of Morocco. It was 2015 Gold
Winner of the World Responsible Tourism
Awards in London. It welcomes retreats and

keen to live the rhythm of nature within a warm
and welcoming community of surfers & yogis
from all over the world. Come as you are, let
the ocean set your mind free and leave with a
refreshed perspective on life and memories for
VILLA

a lifetime in your heart.

events from all over the world. It promotes
AGADIR,MOROCCO

Berber warm hospitality, Moroccan organic
cuisine and many sustainable and cultural
activities.

Adventure Keys Surf & Yoga Taghazout, Morocco
70 PEOPLE

AGA

20 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Adventure Keys surf Morocco is one of the oldest
surf camps in Taghazout. Just 30 minutes north
of Agadir City, which is easily accessible by local
bus or taxi, our hostel is based in the fishing
village of Taghazout, a surfer’s paradise offering
some of the best waves to surf Morocco. From
the rooftop at our Taghazout Surf Camp, you can
get a clear view of all the major Taghazout surf
spots - Anchor Point, Hash Point, Panorama,

HOTEL

Devil’s Rock.
AGADIR,MOROCCO
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RETREAT VENUES

Paradis Plage, Surf, Yoga & Spa Resort
103 ROOMS

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AGA

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGA

resort in Morocco, located in the region of

advantage of the local options such as surf,

Agadir, near Taghazout, in the heart of the

food, yoga, hike etc. Villa X is more than just

most famous surf spots of Morocco. On

an venue! We host unforgettable retreats

the waterfront, bordered by a beach 5 km

taking advantage of the local options of

long and backed by a mountainous region,

yoga, surfing and hiking as well as delicious

Paradis Plage is witness to a rich natural

Moroccan cuisine, endless cups of mint

heritage and a traditional way of life with

tea and drums and rhythm everywhere. A

many facets.

chance for you to escape your everyday life

AGADIR,MOROCCO
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life and immerse yourself in a different
culture.

Kasbah Maktob Tamnougalt
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AGA

AGADIR,MOROCCO

and recharge. Have a taste of the simple

AGADIR,MOROCCO

Zen Surf Morocco Surf & Yoga retreat

VILLA

LEARN MORE

We are a home for everybody! We take

VILLA

9 ROOMS

FEATURES

Paradis Plage is the first surf yoga & spa

RESORT

22 PEOPLE

Villa X

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
OZZ

LEARN MORE

Zen Surf Morocco Surf Camp & Yoga

Situated in Tamnougalt, Kasbah Maktob

welcomes you in our beautiful beach

Tamnougalt offers accommodation with

house in the South of Morocco near Agadir

barbecue facilities. Featuring a 24-hour

in the Taghazout area for the ultimate

front desk, this property also provides

surfing and cultural immersion. With years

guests with a sun terrace. The guest

of experience and success, we provide the

house provides an African restaurant.

most relaxing and stress-free surfing and

At the guest house, the rooms come with

yoga holidays for every need and every

a terrace with a mountain view. Selected

level, with the rich Moroccan culture in the
background to make sure you catch its
essence.

BED & BREAKFAST
ZAGORA,MOROCCO

rooms are equipped with a kitchenette
with an oven and a fridge. At kasbah
maktob tamnougalt the rooms are fitte

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Kasbah Africa
26 PEOPLE

RAK

Ocean Vagabond Lassarga
12 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

VIL

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Perched on a mountainside above the banks of

Guests arrive and settle in their bungalows. We

the Azzaden River Valley in Morocco’s High Atlas

are located on the beach facing the Ocean. Our

Mountains (at the entry to Toubkal National Park,

cook is able to prepare organic meals, gluten

Ouirgane area), Kasbah Africa can be reached

free ... We always mix yoga or wellness with

in little over an hour from Marrakech. Offering

paddle or surf or kitesurf. People like to chill on

a high degree of exclusivity Kasbah Africa has

their terrace or close to the bar.

just eight stone-built suites, all with panoramic
mountain and river views.
LODGE

ECO VILLAGE

AL HAOUZ,MOROCCO

Monkey Fingers House
18 PEOPLE

RAK

WESTERN SAHARA,MOROCCO

Villa Azir Essaouira
14 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ESU

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Our retardant house isn’t located in dades valley

Combining tradition and modernity, Villa Azir

in south of Morocco in beautiful mountain site

with heated pool and Hammam is an exclusive

called monkey fingers , the house is managed

place to share peaceful and intimate moments.

by two artists sisters and we offer the best fresh

Landscaped terraces and a lush garden are

food , ballads in mountains and valley

await you, inviting you to relax.

ECO VILLAGE
DRÂA-TAFILALET,MOROCCO
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VILLA
ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO
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Salut Maroc
25 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

Riad Kafila
RAK

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO

15 PEOPLE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

ESU

Salut Maroc!

Your Essaouira experience starts at Riad

Boutique Hotel • 11 Individual Designer

Kafila,

Bedrooms with Copper Bathtubs • Ocean

which borders the sea wall and overlooks

Views • Rooftop Terrace • Restaurant •

the rocky beachscape of the northwest

Licensed Bar • Hammam

corner of this fortress city. Riad Kafila is

A newly renovated Historic 18th Century

comprised of three floors and a stunning

Riad situated in Essaouira , Southern

rooftop terrace with views up and down

Morocco located in the heart of the

Essaouira’s scenic coast. Our Riad has

ancient medina overlooking the city

seven double rooms, which are located

fortifications and the Atlantic Ocean.
A great retreat for any occasion with
ocean backdrop.

The Serai
15 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

RIAD

a

traditional

Moroccan

home,

off the central courtyard. All rooms have

ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO

a private bathroom and WIFI. Each room
can be converted into a twin room.

Riad Dar Essaada
28 PEOPLE

FEATURES
RAK

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
ESU

LEARN MORE

From a commanding position between a

Dar Essaada is nestled on a hill in the

forested escarpment and the farmlands of

heart of argan trees, the emblematic tree

two tiny fishing and farming communities,

of Essaouira. Here, the words “”calm”” and

the Serai enjoys stunning views up and down

“”relaxation”” find all their meanings.

the Atlantic coast. Designed as both a family
home and course venue, bedrooms and
reception rooms are arranged around a shaded
courtyard and light floods in everywhere
RETREAT CENTER
ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO

18 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

through huge windows and doors. A separate
dance/yoga studio of 66sqm keeps the house
free for relaxation in a number of beautiful
spaces, both inside and out.

RETREAT CENTER
ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Le Jardin des Douars
14 PEOPLE

14 PEOPLE

47 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ESU

Dar Moulouya
RAK

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

A charming hotel near Essaouira, designed

A large, luxurious house, built in the Moorish style

with curvy shapes and local materials in the

and benefiting from all the comforts of the 21st

strictest Moroccan tradition, with discreetly

Century. Situated 20 minutes from the Grand

sophisticated decor and lush gardens for the

Place, Dar Moulouya is surrounded by a large,

ultimate in calm and authenticity; a uniquely

mature garden and has stunning views of the

luxurious escape enjoyed by discerning guests

Atlas Mountains making this the perfect place

in search of simple pleasures and relaxation

for a family holiday, or a getaway with friends.

with their partner, family or friends. There are
19 bedrooms, 6 suites, 6 villas, pools, restaurant

VILLA

and Spa.

With 7 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms and ample
living space, Dar Moulouya offers comfortable,

ESSAOUIRA,MOROCCO

Villa Surya Yoga & Meditation by Dfrost Almugar
19 PEOPLE

luxury accommodation for up to 14 people.

LEARN MORE

RAK

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Our Villa Surya is hidden away on the edge

The heart of a beautiful olive grove, a 08 suites

of a nature reserve in Imi Ouaddar on the

villa and 04 suites Riad with 02 swimming pool

Atlantic coast. The property consists of two

infinity one and the principal in the garden plus

connected

spa a guest house in the image of your dreams

to

16

villas

that

guests.

can

Our

accommodate

focus

is

yoga,

, just 15 minutes from Marrakech airport. Le Clos

meditation and the well-being of our guests.

des Oliviers harmonizes Moroccan authenticity

The villas are surrounded by the Antiatlas

and luxury. A recent construction with noble

mountains, argan trees and cacti and is only a

materials, the Clos des oliviers, opens its doors

2-minute walk from the famous Paradise Plage.

RETREAT CENTER

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

Les Clos des Oliviers
24 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

AGA

up

VILLA

to a contemporary decor combining traditional

VILLA

with modern
IMIOUADDAR,MOROCCO
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MARRAKECH,MOROCCO
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Villa Taj Marrakech
53 PEOPLE

19 ROOMS

Palais Medali Villa & Spa
400 PEOPLE

FEATURES

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

FEATURES
RAK

LEARN MORE

Villa Taj is a beautiful 19 rooms villa with a

Set within 10,000m2 of landscaped gardens

great view on the Atlas mountains, only 25

this 10 Bedroom 11 Bathroom Private Villa

minutes from Marrakech airport and city

is prefect for holding the perfect event.

center. The villa is only dedicated to groups

Weddings, Corporate, Wellness Retreats,

for all kinds of events : all types of retreats,

Yoga have all been held at this stunning

weddings, birthdays, company meetings,

Villa just minutes from central Marrakech.

etc...3 water spots, inside and outside
areas to rest, be together, or practice. An
incredible pool between centenial olive
VILLA

trees and palm trees, comfortable and

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

well decorated rooms, a little loom and
vegetable garden.

Agafay Desert Luxury Camp
60 PEOPLE

20 ROOMS

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO
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MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

Monriad
26 PEOPLE

FEATURES

11 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

CAMP

VILLA

FEATURES
RAK

LEARN MORE

Situated in the Agafay Desert West

Monriad is located in the heart of the

of Marrakech, “30 minutes from the

medina, 2 minutes walk from the famous

International

Luxury

square Djemaa el Fna close to Bahia

Camp offers a relaxing natural experience

Palace and to the main tourist attractions

in beautiful surroundings. The 20 luxury

of Marrakech. Monriad is a

tents blend classic luxury, comfort and

moroccan riad, on 2 floors with a terrace,

exceptional service to promise a “ Safari

indoor splash pool in the patio and a chef

for the Soul”. Literally untouched by

for all the needed of our guests. Moroccan,

Airport”.

Agafay

development, the Agafay Desert offers
quite the contrast, from the hustle and
bustle of Marrakech.

MOROCCAN RIAD
MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

traditional

italian, gluten free, vegetarian and vegan
menù are available. Multilingual staff 24h
a day and reception to reserve excursions,
desert trip, transfers, hammam.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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72 Riad Living
28 PEOPLE

Riad Mur Akush
15 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

RAK

12 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

72 Riad Living provides an authentic style of

Riad Mur Akush is a wonderful boutique hotel

accommodation in the Medina, the heart of

in the middle of the old town of Marrakech.

the exotic Marrakech. It is a perfect choice for

It was renovated with comfort in mind, with

discerning travellers who choose to experience

en-suite bathrooms, soft linen and generous

the real Marrakech and enjoy the Medina without

spaces to enjoy: the peaceful courtryard, the

compromising on quality, service and bespoke

uplifting terraces with the amazing views, the

attentions. The boutique hotel redefines luxury

secret corners for solitude. It is a house with

with stunning architecture, very personalized

great energy and a really special team that

and attentive service, a host of culinary delights

HOTEL

and comfortable, stylish accommodation.

will take excellent care of you and your guests.
Everything is possible here.

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

16 PEOPLE

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

Villa Saada

Palais Azale
20 PEOPLE

RAK

8 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

The Villa-Riad got 10 bedrooms on a 3 hectares

Moulay Bousselham is a seaside resort on

estate located 15 minutes from the ramparts of

the Atlantic coast of Morocco located in the

the Medina of Marrakech and the city center.

region of Rabat-Salé-Kénitra halfway between

The interior design is typically moroccan

Rabat and Tangier (120 km from each city).

and

art.

It is also a very active fishing village which goes

A large private pool settled in a fenced

out to sea every day on typical and colorful

garden, planted with fruit trees, comfortable,

boats. The spectacle of the boats on the lagoon

ideal for a stay with family or group of friends

going out to sea is unforgettable…

represent

the

local

HOTEL

handcraft

and of course all sort of retreat or gathering.

VILLA

VILLA

The staff is present to maintain the villa and to
make your trip as pleasant as possible

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO
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Villa Magtafa
12 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

Riad Star
36 PEOPLE

FEATURES

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

FEATURES
RAK

LEARN MORE

Villa Magtafa is the perfect place for

Marrakech Riad offers five luxurious Riads

extraordinary and memorable events. We

in the heart of Marrakech, each has its own

help you design, build and celebrate any

personality, all provide a warm Moroccan

special occasions and exclusive retreats.

welcome. Each intimate Riad has individually
designed guest accommodation. There
are dipping pools to cool off and all our
rooms have effective air conditioning, en
suite facilities, super comfortable beds
with fine cotton linen, flat-screen TVs with

VILLA

HOTEL

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

La Ferme Berbere Marrakech
50 PEOPLE

12ROOMS

international satellite channels, minibars

15 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

served at the time of your choice.

Fawakay Villas
15 PEOPLE

FEATURES

and a host of other comforts. Breakfast is

FEATURES
RAK

LEARN MORE

La Ferme berbere is an ecolodge situated

Fawakay Villas is a rustic yet chic retreat,

at

city-center,

combining the very best of a boutique

cooking organic food, authentic moroccan

hotel and private villa holiday. Each of the

farm with all facilities.

well-appointed villas and eco villa suites is

15mn

from

Marrakech

equipped with everything you need for a
perfect unwind from the hectic mayhem
that is Marrakech. With a 15m pool and a
separate 5m children’s pool set around the
FARM
MARRAKECH,MOROCCO
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HOTEL
MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

shaded bar area, spa, hammam, extensive
gardens and an expansive rooftop terrace
with views over to the Atlas Mountains.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Dar Lalla F’Dila
12 PEOPLE

RAK

Jnane Tamsna
60 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

24 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Located in the historic heart of the old city

20 minutes from the magic of the old Marrakech,

(medina), this hotel is a veritable architectural

Jnane Tamsna is an enchanted oasis, spread

jewel that beautifully melds traditional décor

over 9 acres of landscaped organic gardens,

with all the modern amenities. Upon entering,

olive trees and century old palm trees. 5 pools.

you will be dazzled by the light emanating from

A clay surface tennis court. . We grow our own

the majestic patio where beautifully painted

food.We press our own oil. We are very involved

ceramic tiles and a lofty ancient wooden ceiling

in supporting local communities. Its stylish

compete for your attention. The marble fountain

architecture and interiors have been published

is reminiscent of that in the Bahia Palace (same

in the most prestigious publications. A family

architect, period, and provenance).

owned estate with the daily love and care of the
MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

owners

Kasbah Bab Ourika

Kasbah Angour
RAK

BOUTIQUE HOTEL

40 PEOPLE

27 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RAK

22 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Kasbah Angour is a gorgeous Berber castle,

Bab Ourika perches majestically on a hilltop at the

perched on a hill-top in the Atlas Mountains near

apex of the Ourika Valley, guarding the gateway

Marrakech, with superb panoramic views. Our

to the snow-capped Atlas Mountains – yet it is

boutique hotel & restaurant has 27 rooms & suites,

only 45 minutes from Marrakech’s International

spacious public areas, wonderful swimming

airport. With 360 degree panoramic views, this

pool, and beautiful gardens. Kasbah Angour

innovative hotel receives warm sunlight all day,

is a unique property with comfort equivalent

ending in spectacular sunsets.

to a 4-star hotel. Guests at Kasbah Angour
can unwind in the hotel’s gardens, explore the

HOTEL

HOTEL

Atlas Mountains with one of our guides or visit
Marrakech, just 30 mins drive away.

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO

MARRAKECH,MOROCCO
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Tagadert Lodge

Kasbah Baha Baha
15 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

FEATURES

12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

OZZ

RAK

HOTEL

The Kasbah BAHA BAHA is an ecoresponsible,

peaceful

and

restored

Kasbah, first built in 1946, located at

OUMNAS,MOROCCO

LEARN MORE

NKOB, the only village in Morocco that
counts

GUEST HOUSE
NKOB,MOROCCO

45

rammed-earth

Kasbahs.

Escape the hustle and bustle of the city for a

Located within a 2-hectare garden, this

refreshing, relaxing getaway to the serene

guest residence offers an extra-sensory

Berber village Oumnas and exactly at Tagadert

stay with its rammed earth construction,

Lodge where time stops so you can unwind

its ethnographic museum, its authentically

and re-energize.

furnished rooms, its warm fireplace corner,
its vegetable garden, its panoramic terrace
view, its quiet atmosphere that inspires
relaxation and well-being.

L’Amandier
32 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

FEATURES
RAK

LEARN MORE

An exquisite luxury boutique hotel set
against the backdrop of Morocco’s Atlas
Mountains. Whether you are looking
to host a digital detox, yoga, pilates or
wellness retreat, to host a corporate retreat,
to explore authentic Berber villages on a
stunning scenic walk through the Atlas
Mountains, to celebrate an important
RESORT
OUIRGANE,MOROCCO

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

event with friends, or simply to reconnect
with nature, L’Amandier is the perfect
setting.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Windy Kaouki Residence Hotel
24 PEOPLE

ESU
Stones

Tamazirt by Amayour
20 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGA

climate building in front Sidi kaouki

Welcome

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

to

Amayour

Surf

&

Yoga

our

beach surf spot. Amazing view from the roof

boutique surf those & camp in Taghazout Bay.

where you can check the situation of all the 5

We are situated in the center of Morocco’s surfing

spot of sidi kaouki bay. Italian and moroccan

capital Taghazout moments from the beaches.

restaurant, big breakfast. Fiber optic internet

Established in 2015 we have been top rated

connexion. Ping pong table and professional

on Tripadvisor ever since, with our dedicated

mini soccer. Wonderful yogaroom on the

team helping you for every step of the way .

top with fantastic sea view and hi-end audio

Book for your surf and yoga holidays you can be

system. Sunny swimmingpool well protected

HOTEL

sure that only good vibes to be had.

RETREAT CENTER

even when the wind is strong.
SIDI KAOUKI

Easy Surf Maroc Surf & Yoga Villa

L’Ma Lodge
25 PEOPLE

OZZ

TAGHAZOUT,MOROCCO

24 PEOPLE

7 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGA

9 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Our Lodge is hidden in the heart of one of

Feel like home in our soulful surf and yoga villa

the most beautiful palm groves in southern

with sea view and many terraces to relax or chill

Morocco. In harmony with its environment, we

out after the surf. Our dedicated host team who

welcome you in the heart of lush vegetation.

is at your disposal 24/7 wants to make sure you

Our lodge is made up of the main house where

feel like home. A brand new yoga shala on the

the lounges and restaurant are located and the

top floor of the house offers the ideal space

7 bedrooms are on the other side of the garden.

for yoga and meditation classes or fitness

In the heart of this park, you will discover the

workouts. Every room has it’s own bathroom.

pleasure of swimming surrounded by palm

LODGE

VILLA

trees! Without forgetting the unique view from
the top of our terrace. The dream is at hand...
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SKOURA,MOROCCO

TAMRAGHT,MOROCCO
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RETREAT VENUES

RETREAT VENUES

Nice Base Maroc
30 PEOPLE

9 ROOMS

Villa Dar Jbila
20 PEOPLE

FEATURES

10 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

AGA

FEATURES
TNG

LEARN MORE

Our lovely all vegan and ECO friendly surf and

Dar Jbila is a beautiful 10 rooms Villa located

yoga boutique Hotel is based on a small hill

on Jbilate hills in Tangier countryside. The

in Tamraght, near Taghazout, where surfers

magnificent property has a spectacular

meet

view on the Atlantic Ocean. It is only 5

since

the

1970s

to

ride

the

famous right pointbreaks of Morocco.

minutes drive from Cap Spartel.

We offer 9 wonderful decorated rooms
combining bohemian chic with Moroccan
decor, a panorama pool with a swing,
sauna, movie patio, yoga shalla , skate bowl
VEGAN ECO BOUTIQUE HOTEL

VILLA

and a climbing wall.

TAMRAGHT,MOROCCO

TANGIER,MOROCCO

Villa Azhar
16 PEOPLE

8 ROOMS

Dar west
6 PEOPLE

FEATURES
AGA

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
TNG

LEARN MORE

At Azrac Surf Morocco, we offer everything

As far west as possible, on the edge of the

you need for your surf holiday: surf lessons,

Atlantic, surrounded by nature, a haven of

clean and comfortable accommodation,

peace and tranquility for your moments of

rooftop yoga sessions, and delicious home-

relaxation and rest.

cooked meals. With year-round sunshine,
warm waves and access to over 20 surf
spots around Agadir and Taghazout, the
peaceful village of Tamraght is ideal for
VILLA
TAMRAGHT,MOROCCO
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solo travelers, couples, groups of friends
and families that want to experience true
adventure and dive into the vibrant culture
of Morocco.

VILLA
TETOUAN,MOROCCO
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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